
“Anytime Lessons” with Kim Gilman 
The complete content from four recent bridge courses is now available for 
you to watch and play anytime: 


1. Declarer Play Basics, Part 1 

      4 chapters, $69


2. Fiendish Declarers (Advanced Declarer Play) 

      6 chapters, $89


3. Follow the Clues (Advanced Declarer and Defense) 

      6 chapters, $89


4. Thinking Slam! With Zach Grossack 

      3 chapters, $59 

These lessons are just like my live courses, but you can take them at your 
own pace. With your registration, the content will be available for at least 
one year from your date of purchase. You’ll see my video presentation, try 
the bidding and/or play, then watch my explanations. You can view them 
as many times as you wish and play the practice hands over and over. 


Registration and payment are available here. For a free sample course, try 
“Find the Queen” on the same website, which you will see when you sign 
in or register for a free user name and password (click on “All Courses”).


Declarer Play Basics Anytime Course 
Learn the fundamental techniques for taking all your tricks as Declarer. 
Experts always begin by making a plan, and now you 
will too. We’ll cover “play of the hand” in both no-
trump and suit contracts. The four topics include:


♣ The Amazing Dummy (Ruffing in Dummy)

♣ All About Finesses	 	 

♣ Throw Off Your Losers

♣ Win the No-trump Race


Part 2 of this course will be sold separately in April 
2024 and will include two additional lessons: Using 
Dummy’s Long Suit in Trump & No-Trump Contracts.


https://bridgewithkim.thinkific.com/


Fiendish Declarers! Anytime Course 

You already know about finesses and setting up long suits. Now start to 
play like an expert — fiendishly! Adding these techniques to your repertoire 
will greatly improve your ability to make the toughest contracts.

The six techniques you will learn and practice are:

1. Take All Your Chances	 4. Keep the Danger Hand Off Lead


2. Manage Your Entries	 5. Loser-on-Loser Plays


3. Throw-Ins & End Plays	 6. The Simple Squeeze


Chapter 1 has several free preview hands - try them here! 

Follow the Clues Anytime Course 

This series is for players with a few years’ experience looking for a 
competitive edge and a chance to succeed in tough situations. 


Bridge players often have to be Sherlock Holmes to deduce the winning 
line of play. These six lessons will be tons of fun as you practice how to 
count, use logic, and follow the clues to bridge success! No partner is 
required, you will always be in the "decision seat" for the practice 
deals.


Here are the topics covered in Follow the Clues:


1. Follow the Clues by Counting the Points


2.   Follow the Clues from Their Opening Lead


3.   Clues from the Bidding


4.   Clues from the Cards Your Partner Plays (Defense)


5.   Clues from the Rule of 11 (Defense)


6.   Rule of 11 and Clues from the Opening Lead (Declarer)


https://bridgewithkim.thinkific.com/courses/fiendish-declarers-6-week-course


Thinking Slam! With Zach Grossack - Anytime Course 

From Zach: “Remember when you first learned 
that you need 33 combined points for a slam? 
We're going to throw that one by the wayside. I'm 
sure you've all taken 12 tricks with fewer points 
than that - and in this course, I show you how and 
when to look for these slams.” 

In this 3-part series, 8-time North American bridge 
champion Zach Grossack goes in-depth 
on control cue-bidding, plus the key factors that 
determine when to start whiffing for slams. 

Other topics include double fits, an abundance of aces, “30 point decks,” 
knowing when shortness is useful (and also knowing when it might not be!), 
and more. This course assumes prior knowledge of Roman Key Card 
Blackwood, with study materials provided on this convention in the 
introduction.

♠        ♥        ♣     ♦


All these courses were all originally taught live, and some of the reviews 
said:


“Thanks for another wonderful set of lessons Kim….thoroughly enjoyed 
the experience.”


“These lessons improved my game and better yet, my enjoyment of the 
game.”


“The class was fabulous! I enrolled with trepidation; I leave with 
knowledge.”


To get started with an Anytime Course or a free preview, 

create a free account by starting here.


As with all my classes, if you enroll and find it’s not useful to you, 

you can contact me for a refund - no hassles!

https://bridgewithkim.thinkific.com

